GoSleep Collaborates With American Airlines and TWA To
Introduce Vintage Design Travel Pillows
GoSleep has recently collaborated with American Airlines and TWA to incorporate
these iconic airline logos on their unique travel kit.
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/MarketersMedia/ -- When traveling, one of the greatest challenges can be getting comfortable
enough to sleep prior to arriving to your destination. Seats are designed for economy, not comfort,
and rarely recline sufficiently to support the head. As a result, the head falls forward and creates
great strain on the neck, so that even if people can fall asleep, they soon regret it. GoSleep has
created a solution to this problem, and these travel kits will now bear the emblems of two iconic
companies: American Airlines and TWA.
The GoSleep travel kit is perfect for all travelers. The mask is specially molded to block light and
prevent the infamous 'head bob' that can cause severe neck discomfort. The elastic cord on the eye
mask is designed to go around the seat back or adjustable headrest, preventing the head from
falling forward during sleep. Each GoSleep travel kit comes with both the inventive sleep mask and
a memory foam pillow. It can be used on most planes, trains, buses or as a passenger in the car.
The GoSleep Travel Pillow will now be adorned with the iconic logos of American Airlines and TWA,
and finished in complementary color schemes, making the pieces a great piece of commemorative
merchandise as well as a comfortable sleep aid that can be used again and again after the first
flight. Already featured on THE TODAY SHOW and THE GROMMET, the travel kit has also been
endorsed by Kevin Harrington, original shark from Shark Tank, who said, "GOSLEEP will help you
sleep just about anywhere."
A spokesperson for GoSleep explained, "We are so thrilled to have penned these deals with icons of
the golden age of air travel. This is the perfect partnership to help us introduce our products to new
audiences, while the airlines will be able to deliver the greatest possible comfort to their passengers.
Those passengers can then take the travel kit with them for all their future journeys, to enjoy a new
level of comfort and relaxation."
About GoSleep: GoSleep strives to extend travel comforts by designing, developing and
manufacturing unique and effective accessories for frequent long-distance travelers. Their mission is
to create the best comfort travel solutions available, while building a solid brand foundation with a
reputation for excellence, service and integrity in every area of their operation.
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